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Executive Summary
Among the major health concerns due to the COVID-19 pandemic is the spread of viruses aboard
public transportation systems from infected passengers. Spreading of viruses and bacteria due to
coughing, sneezing, sudden release of an agent, or just breathing normally within the public
transportation systems with high people to space concentrations is also of high concern for
homeland security. One of the unresolved issues in addressing contaminant impact is the
pathogen’s residence time, considering other local environmental conditions such as the indoor air
flow and passenger movements. Another issue is the impact of social distancing and mask usage
on virus transport and infection rate. Our recent investigations15 of virus transport aboard a
commercial plane have shown that wearing a mask, social distancing, and a high ventilation rate
are effective measures to reduce the spreading rate and the virus’s residence time and thus improve
environmental health.
Here we provide results of our unsteady numerical investigations of virus transport when particles
are released aboard a commuter bus with 37 passengers from an infectious passenger sitting in the
middle of the bus. The simulations include the impact of air exchange due to the opening and
closing of the bus’s middle door during a bus stop. The study aimed at understanding the risk of
infection to other passengers from the release of viruses from a single source during the sedentary
condition; 2.5-micron particles were used to simulate aerosolized viruses. The study assumed 1,267
particles/min were released from an infectious passenger. The numerical results indicate a high
risk of infection for passengers sitting adjacent to and behind the infectious person when the bus
is in transit and a high exposure rate for the passengers sitting in front of the infectious person
when air exchange occurs at the bus stop. However, the estimated risk of infection is low for 30
minutes of exposure.
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I.

Background

The speed of air emitted from coughing and sneezing could reach 100 MPH with an excess of
100,000 bacterial particles, including up to 40,000 droplets released from the nose and mouth.
Viruses and bacteria and the aerosols that contain them have different sizes. The typical diameters
for bacteria are 0.1–0.5 microns, and flu viruses are 0.002–0.4 microns in diameter. The influenza
virus is about 0.1 microns, and pneumonia, which is from bacterial infection, has an average size
of 0.25 microns. Measles, flu, and chickenpox viruses are about 0.12, 0.22, 0.3 microns,
respectively.
Previously we have performed unsteady numerical simulations of the release of droplets/particles
from coughing passengers seated at windows or aisle seats.1 The objective of the study was to
understand how the viruses were dispersed within a commercial regional aircraft cabin and to
determine the residence times for these viruses for passengers seated in front, adjacent, and behind
the coughing passengers. Results indicated that rear row passengers are not significantly affected
by the coughing; however, there were significant exposures for passengers seated adjacent and in
front of the coughing passenger. The levels of exposure for these passengers (their residence time)
were initially higher when the coughing passenger was at the window seat which indicated that
the wall effects and shear might have played a role in retaining the viruses resulting in increased
residence time for the exposed passengers.
Published investigations have shown that the spatial distribution of airborne pathogens is one of
the most important factors in infection risk assessment for respiratory diseases.3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 WellsRiley (WR) and Dose-Response (DR) methods have been used to estimate the risk of infectious
respiratory diseases. In the WR approach the focus is only on the airborne route from a single
source strength, while in DR, in addition to the airborne route, other transmission routes such as
surface contamination and virus survival are also considered. This approach includes the source
strength and the quantity of the pathogen in its estimation. Factors impacting the airborne
transmission of pathogens include its dispersion and distribution within the indoor environment,
aerosol size, respiratory deposition, air turbulence, control measures, ventilation strategy,
pathogen-host interaction, and survival of the pathogen.3
The WR equation evaluates the probability of infection, considering the intake dose of airborne
pathogens in terms of the number of quanta (a single quantum is a single infectious particle). It
assumes steady-state infectious particle concentration that varies with ventilation rate within a
well-mixed room.
The equation is defined as:
𝑛𝑛 𝑞𝑞 𝑄𝑄 𝑡𝑡
𝑛𝑛
− 0 𝑛𝑛 𝐵𝐵
𝑄𝑄𝑇𝑇
= �1 − 𝑒𝑒
�
𝑁𝑁𝑠𝑠
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Here, n is the number of infectious cases, Ns is the population, n0 is the number of infectors, qn is
the quanta generation rate (quanta/minute), t is the exposure time in minutes, and QB and QT are
respectively the person’s and the room’s ventilation rates in cubic feet per minute (CFM).
Recent modeling of aerosolized virus concentration4 based on experimental data from occupants
assuming clean air free of the virus entering an enclosure (a room) has shown that the virus
emission rate is 1.6±1.2×105 genome copies/m3h. Measurements of virus-laden aerosols in
infectious breath5 showed a virus generation rate (qg) of 1,267 viruses/minute (or copies/minute).
The corresponding virus infectivity (copies/quanta) with human 50% infectious dose (HID50) for
these cases investigated was 2,554 copies/quanta. The quanta generation rate, qn is calculated as:
𝑞𝑞𝑔𝑔

Equation 1 can be written as:

𝑞𝑞𝑛𝑛 = 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐/𝑞𝑞𝑞𝑞𝑞𝑞𝑞𝑞𝑞𝑞𝑞𝑞 = 0.645
𝑛𝑛

(𝐶𝐶 =

𝑁𝑁𝑠𝑠

𝑛𝑛0 𝑞𝑞𝑔𝑔
𝑄𝑄𝑇𝑇

= 1 − 𝑒𝑒

𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐
�𝑄𝑄 𝑡𝑡
𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄 𝐵𝐵

−�𝐶𝐶/

(2)

=inhaled concentration, virus/ft3)

Thus knowing Ns and the parameters on the right-hand side of equation 2, the number of
infectious cases, n, could be estimated.
The study aimed at understanding the details of spatial transient concentration of the viruses
aboard a commuter bus along with passenger exposure to identify the probable number of
infections for a specific duration. However, it is important to note that the rate of inhaled particles
and deposition in passengers depends on the characteristics of the particles (size, density, shape),
the structure of each person’s respiratory tract, and the passengers’ breathing pattern. There is a
high correlation between regions of high wall shear stress, secondary flow, and vortices with
particles’ deposition.10, 11, 12, 13, 14 Obstructions in the respiratory system impose pressure force on
the flow field, leading to increased depositions before and after the obstruction.
The study also investigates the effect of air exchange on virus concentration and exposure rate.
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II. Numerical Investigations
2.1 Numerical Model
A standard commuter bus with 37 seats fully occupied has been modeled. Figure 1 shows the bus
model with seated passengers. Its dimensions are 12.82 m in length, 2.4 m in width, and 2.53 m
in height. The dimensions of the bus for constructing the model were taken from an actual
transit bus used by the Long Beach Transit (LBT) company. This is an older version of the
commuter bus with two linear slots in the ceiling delivering air inside which is exhausted through
the back grille (Figure 1d). The airflow is uniform at 1 m/s through two linear ceiling slots with
a total volume flow rate of 59.38 m3/min (2,097 CFM). In Figure 1b, region 1 inlet is identified.
This is a passenger drop-off door which was left open to the outside for 30 sec when the
simulations were performed to represent air exchange with outside during a bus stop. Figure 1c
shows the monitoring planes from seated passengers.
Figure 1. The Commuter Bus with Seated Passengers (2pp.)
(a)
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(b)

(c)

(d)
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2.2 Numerical Simulations
Three-dimensional incompressible unsteady Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes (U-RANS)
equations were solved, using the shear stress transport (SST) k-ω turbulence model. The
computational fluid dynamics software Star CCM+ from Siemens was used on a Linux-based
high-performance computing platform with 84 cores for all simulations. Between 150–220 hours
of computational time was used for each simulation and the results presented here begin 30 sec
after the start of each simulation with a time step Δt = 1 sec.
Mesh dependency test was performed at time 30 sec (this is the time after the start of the
simulation when the particles were released). Since a particle’s drag characterizes its movement,
variation in pressure was used as a way to finalize the grid size for simulations. Figure 2 shows the
location of ten line-probes used for pressure measurements.
Figure 2. Pressure Probes for Grid Dependency Test and the Infectious Passenger

The polyhedral mesh was used for all simulations. The grid dependency test was performed for
three meshes of 8.9 million, 12.1 million, and 29.2 million. The maximum percent difference
between 8.9 and 12.1 million meshes was 2% and between 12.1 and 29.2 million meshes it was
3%, and thus 12.1 million mesh was used in all simulations.
Figure 2 also shows the infectious passenger in the middle of the bus seated in an aisle seat; 2.5µm round carbon particles were used to simulate an aerosolized virus without evaporation. The
mouth velocity was 0.278 m/s corresponding to 0.3 CFM. The particles’ release rate was 21.1
particles/sec or 1,267 particles/min.
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III. Results and Discussion
3.1 Closed Door
Figures 3 and 4 show contours of mean velocity and pressure at the mid-section plane and
monitoring planes at a 15-sec interval. The results are presented 30 sec after the start of the
simulation, to prevent any error associated with the initial developing flow. Air is injected into the
bus through the linear ceiling slots. As it moves around the passengers to exit, it creates areas with
a cavity (zero velocity) behind passengers, near the footsteps, and below the exit grille at the back.
There are air recirculations in between the passenger rows, but most of the airflow is concentrated
at the passengers’ head height. It is interesting to note that the current air distribution system lacks
the capability for full mixing, and non-uniformity in air circulation could impact the virus
capturing and ejection process.
The non-uniformity in the mean velocity results in non-uniformity in mean pressure, where the
pressure is high when velocity is low and vice versa. At 30 sec, the pressure is nearly uniform around
the infected passenger. At 45 sec, lower mean pressure is observed around the passenger’s head,
starting from the first horizontal row that expands to the back of the bus. This is the area where
the air is moving effectively. With the increase in time, the variations of the mean pressure with
time indicate the impact of blockage and distortion on mean velocity and pressure, which should
impact the spatial virus concentration with time.
Figure 5 shows the time variation of particle (virus) diffusion within the bus. At 30 sec, the viruses
are released from the infectious passenger and are then picked up by the inside ventilation air and
dispersed within the bus. At 45 sec, the adjacent passenger is exposed. At 60 sec, there are
diversions of some particles toward the passengers seated right behind the infected passenger and
the next row, and the particles, in general, are moving with the air in the middle toward the back
seats. At 75 sec, there is a large concentration of particles facing the passenger sitting behind the
row where the infectious passenger is sitting. At 90 sec, concentrations in the other rows have
decreased while a significant number of particles were released from the infected passenger.
Figure 6 shows particle concentration for longer durations of 10, 20, and 30 minutes. Reviewing
these concentrations, the exposure risks are highest for passengers sitting adjacent to and behind
the infectious passenger.
In conducting our simulations, we assumed non-stick boundary conditions for the particles, where
they bounced from the surfaces upon impact and have the tendency to remain within the air stream.
For aerosolized viruses, this might not be true, as in general, with evaporation, the virus size
becomes much smaller and particles tend to deposit to nearby surfaces with increased deposition
velocity aligned with the turbulent diffusion-eddy impaction characteristics.
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Figure 3. Contours of Mean Velocity
30 sec

45 sec

60 sec

75 sec

90 sec
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Figure 4. Contours of Mean Pressure
30 sec

45 sec

60 sec

75 sec

90 sec
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Figure 5. Particles’ Dispersion
30 sec

45 sec

60 sec

75 sec

90 sec
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Figure 6. Particles’ Dispersion, Longer Duration
10 minutes

20 minutes

30 minutes

Figures 7 and 8 show contours of axial vorticity and turbulent kinetic energy at different time steps.
Increased vorticity is observed around the passengers seated toward the back of the bus. Vorticity
is the curl of the velocity field defined as:
𝜕𝜕𝑢𝑢

𝜔𝜔𝑖𝑖 = 𝜖𝜖𝑖𝑖𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗 𝜕𝜕𝑥𝑥𝑘𝑘.
𝑗𝑗

Here ꞷi is vorticity in the i direction, εijk is the Kronecker-δ, u is the mean velocity, and x is
direction. The indices i, j, k are axial, vertical, and spanwise directions, respectively, and summation
rules apply. The axial vorticity is then defined as:
𝜕𝜕𝑢𝑢

𝜕𝜕𝑢𝑢

𝜔𝜔1 = 𝜕𝜕𝑥𝑥3 − 𝜕𝜕𝑥𝑥2.
2

3

Increased vorticity is associated with mixing. With ceiling air injected into the cabin at the midsection, there is reduced air recirculation around the seated passengers, especially toward the back
of the bus where the seats are elevated, which reduces particle concentration in these areas.
Reducing particle concentration reduces the risk of infection for passengers sitting in the back
seats.
MINETA TRANSPORTATION INSTITUTE
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Turbulent kinetic energy (TKE) is associated with the energy of turbulent eddies. Distortion of
the air inside the cabin due to non-uniformity (passengers, seats, steps, etc.) generates turbulence,
which increases the TKE. Increased TKE is associated with increased mixing. Increased TKE is
observed in the row behind the infectious passenger. However, the increase in TKE is contained
within the boundary of the air movement. Increased TKE is also observed near the end of the bus,
where airflow is diverted toward the exhaust.
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Figure 7. Contours of Axial Vorticity
30 sec
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Figure 8. Contours of Turbulent Kinetic Energy (TKE)
30 sec

45 sec

60 sec

75 sec

90 sec
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3.2 Open Doors
Figures 9–11 show contours of the mean velocity and pressure and particles’ distributions in the
following scenarios: at 5 sec before the doors opened, while doors remained open for 30 sec, closed
doors, and 30 sec after the doors were closed at different time steps. Here the contours range—for
the mean velocity has been changed from 0–3.5 m/se (for the closed-door condition) to 0–10
m/s—to capture velocity variations.
Before the doors open and while they are open, the air movements were toward the back of the
bus. However, 5 sec after the doors opened, the passengers sitting in front of the doors experience
increased air velocity, and thus results in the subsequent time steps show air movement toward the
seats in front of the infectious passenger. When the doors were closed, the outside air intake was
stopped, and again the ceiling air moves toward the back exit.
The contours of pressure show moderate pressure distribution before the doors are opened.
However, once the door opened, there is a significant drop in pressure moving towards zero gauge
pressure, equalizing pressure inside and outside of the bus. Pressure variations are seen at 5 sec
after the doors opened, which is the initial stage when the pressure changes to match the outside
pressure.
Before the doors opened, the particles’ concentration was highest at and around the infectious
passenger, traveling with a low concentration on that side of the bus, changing direction near the
back toward the middle of the bus to exit. When the doors opened, the rush of the outside air into
the bus reduces concentration around the infectious passenger, spreading the particles around,
exposing passengers sitting behind the infected passenger. With doors open for the next 30 sec,
the particles disperse toward the front row passengers, and some move toward the doors. The
dispersion exposes passengers sitting in the two rows in front of the infectious passenger, while the
particles’ concentration was reduced around passengers sitting immediately behind the infectious
passenger.
These dynamics are in line with the distributions of mean velocity and pressure. The air exchange
initially reduces inside pressure, causing air within the bus to rush toward the opened doors, which
causes similar movements for the pathogenic particles. After this event, there is a movement of the
outside air into the bus, resulting in reduced pressure in the front, causing air movement in this
direction and thus particles’ redistribution toward the front passengers.
When the doors were closed and air exchange with the outside was stopped, the particles’
directions were changed toward the back of the bus, but now particles could reach the passengers
on the other side of the aisle, before reaching the back to exit. Contours of mean velocity and
pressure for the time steps with closed doors show redistribution of the mean velocity and pressure,
with reduced pressure around the passengers on the other side of the aisle resulting in increased
velocity and air movement in these areas and thus increased particle dispersion.
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Figure 9. Contours of Mean Velocity (2pp.)
5 sec before doors opening

Doors opened
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Figure 10. Contours of Mean Pressure (2pp.)
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Figure 11. Particles’ Distribution (2pp.)
5 sec before doors opening
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Figures 12 and 13 show the contours of axial mean vorticity and turbulent kinetic energy (TKE).
Before and when the doors opened, variations of vorticity were associated with the threeMINETA TRANSPORTATION INSTITUTE
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dimensionalities caused by passengers’ distortion, resulting in local velocity gradients and increased
vorticity. After the doors opened, the impaction of the outside air on air movement inside the bus
results in increased vorticity in areas in front of the doors and near the ceiling, which also causes
three-dimensionality in other areas, but the impact is not as significant. However, as time passes
and the air exchange is reduced, the vorticity is reduced as well.
When the doors were closed, there is an initial unsteadiness which also results in variations in
vorticity. However, with increased time steps, vorticity distribution approaches the corresponding
distribution of the condition of the closed doors.
TKE increase is associated with obstruction and impingement. Before the doors opened, increased
TKE is observed in rows ahead of the infectious passenger, but after the doors opened, significant
increases were observed in areas in front of the door and behind the infectious person which
dissipate in time. With the closing of the doors, areas of increased TKE shift from in front of the
doors and in the back rows to in front of the infectious person and a few rows downstream.
The increase in vorticity and turbulence results in enhanced mixing which causes the spreading of
the particles within the bus, as seen in the particles’ distribution graphs.

3.3 Analytical Results
Using equation 1 with qn=0.645, for duration 30 minutes, the number of infections would be at
0.11. Because the bus is well ventilated and there is no recirculation, it may take more than 300
minutes of exposure for one passenger to get infected. However, the assumptions for using this
equation include having a well mixed air inside the bus which is not the condition of the current
simulation. Also, equation 2 offers a better approach if we could measure or estimate copies/quanta
for each passenger, which gives us a better estimate of the risk of infection.
The current simulation is focused on an infectious passenger sitting in an aisle seat in the middle
of the bus. Since the air inside the bus is not well mixed, having an infectious person sitting in an
area with limited ventilation could increase virus concentration for passengers sitting around the
infectious passenger, thus creating a higher risk of infection.
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Figure 12. Contours of Vorticity
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Figure 13. Contours of Turbulent Kinetic Energy (TKE) (2pp.)
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IV. Conclusions
Unsteady three-dimensional incompressible Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes (U-RANS)
equations were solved, using the shear stress transport (SST) k-ω turbulence model, to investigate
virus transport aboard a typical commuter bus with 37 sitting passengers. The study aimed at
understanding virus distribution and infection rate for a passenger sitting in the middle of the bus
and releasing 1,267 viruses/min; 2.5-micron particles were used to simulate aerosolized virus
droplets. The computational fluid dynamics software Star CCM+ from Siemens on a Linux-based
high-performance computing platform with 84 cores was used for all the simulations. Two cases
were investigated: when the bus is in transit and when it is at a bus stop, unloading passengers.
When the bus is in transit, results show high exposure for passengers sitting behind the infectious
passenger. However, at the bus stop, due to air exchange, the viruses were transmitted to the seats
in front of the infectious passenger, exposing passengers sitting in the front seats. The risk of
infection is time-dependent, and with a high rate of ventilation, the number of infected passengers
is estimated at 0.11 for 30 minutes of exposure.
Our recent investigation of virus transport aboard a commercial airplane15 at full capacity has
shown that ventilation and wearing masks are significant factors in reducing infection aboard
public transportation vehicles. In the present simulations, the ventilation rate per passenger was
more than three times that inside a commercial airplane and thus the risk of infection was reduced
significantly. With increased ventilation and air exchange outside, the virus’s residence time is
reduced, resulting in a reduced rate of infection.
Another significant result of the present investigation is the importance of having a well mixed air
environment within the bus which should be of significance to the bus manufacturers. Our ongoing
and future investigations include studying the impacts having multiple infectious passengers seated
at different locations and longer traveling duration on the virus’s transport and the rate of infection.
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